e-Gram Swaraj through Digital Village

Digital Village is CSC's initiative focused on holistic rural development. It promotes the concept of integrated rural development to impact majority of the population. CSC SPV is implementing the Digi Gaon initiative in rural and remote villages of the country, where citizens can avail of various online services of the central and State government, and private players alike.
HIGHLIGHT

Introducing CSC Gramin Naukri Portal

CSC SPV has come up with a Digital Naukri platform to bridge the gap between job seekers and Job Providers.

Take a look: https://cscgraminnaukri.in/
CSCs can help stranded migrant workers, tourists and students

CSCs can help stranded migrant workers, tourists and students. Each state government has started a portal for registration of stranded migrants, students and tourists in states to bring them back home.

Please Visit -
https://digitalseva.csc.gov.in/web/page/covid19

to see details of State government portals for registration.
CSC launches Olympiads to help rural students hone academic skills

CSC SPV has started Olympiads to help students in rural areas improve their knowledge in mathematics, science, English and Hindi through an online platform.

The Olympiads will be open to school children of classes 3 to 12 through its online network at around 3 lakh common service centres (CSCs) across the country.

"Through CSC Olympiads, we are providing students in rural areas a platform to test their academic outcomes. Moreover, this will also inculcate a competitive spirit among the students and help them prepare better in future competitive examinations," CSC SPV CEO Dr. Dinesh Tyagi said.

He said the concept has been designed keeping in mind that many schools in rural areas may not have facilities to conduct online classes.

"While the urban population has shifted quickly to digital, there are concerns over the digital divide affecting rural students. To address this need, CSC SPV has launched CSC Olympiads," Dr. Tyagi said.

Students and even children at home of around 3 lakh village level entrepreneurs who run CSCs can register online by paying a fee.

Students can take the exams in both English and Hindi languages.

Registered students will be given five mock tests on the latest syllabus pattern to prepare them for the Olympiad. After the exam, an in-depth performance analysis will be provided to help the student improve. Each student is given an individual ranking, apart from a certificate.

"Currently, we are providing exams in Maths, science, English and Hindi subjects. However, we also plan to add logical reasoning, cyber Olympiad and general knowledge. Currently the exams are given in Hindi and English, but in days to come more languages will be added," Dr. Tyagi said.
VLE INS Training and Registration

Special Offer for VLE INS Training and Registration at Revised Fee of Rs. 1 only.

The offer has been extended till the 10th May, 2020

VLE INS Training and Certification
At revised fee of ₹ 1/- Only

*Limited period offer

Special opportunity for those who want to reappear in the VLE INS exam
VLE INS reappear test fee reduced to Rs 1/-"
10,000 Grameen Citizens Orders fulfilled

10,000 Grameen Citizens Orders fulfilled. Congratulations to all VLEs.
IMPACT

Success story of VLE Arvind from Devbhumi Dwarka, Gujarat

VLE name:- Arvind Chavda  
Village- Gaga, Kalyanpur, District- Devbhumi Dwarka, Gujarat

Arvind Chavda 's story is an interesting one as it reflects his great attitude towards entrepreneurship. He was running mobile shop, but due to financial issues at home and loss in the business, he was unable to continue it. There was a huge demand for G2C services in Gaga, Kalyanpur, Devbhumi Dwarka, Gujarat. Arvind was aware of this fact. He came forward to take up the challenge and decided to become a VLE in February 2018. He quickly acclimated to the CSC ecosystem, and also developed IT skills. He worked very hard to set up CSC. Today, he has a successful business and is an example for many others in his village. Arvind is delivering services of LPG Gas booking, PMGDISHA, Ujala LED lamps, DigiPay.

Twenty nine year old Arvind, who was struggling for livelihood opportunities at one time, now earns Rs. 35,000 per month. He says, “My family's financial condition was not good at all. I wanted to help my family overcome their difficulties. CSC helped me achieve this dream. It not only gave me employment but also a platform for sustainable livelihood.”
Free cooking gas connections to poor women in Raval GP, Gujarat

VLE name: Ranabhai Varotariya
GP: Raval
Block: Kalyanpur
Dist: Devbhumi Dwarka

Around 400 cylinders have been delivered to Pradhan Mantri Ujjwala Yojana (PMUY) beneficiaries in April by CSC VLE Ranabhai Varotariya in Raval GP, Gujarat under the Pradhan Mantri Garib Kalyan Yojana (PMGKY) as part of the economic response to Covid-19. Free cylinders are being delivered to Ujjwala beneficiaries during the three-month period April to June 2020 under PMGKY. Since the lockdown, 45-50 cylinders are being delivered every day while the waiting period for cylinders in most of the places remain less than two days.
Telemedicine consultation for workers at Gundlav village, Valsad

Telemedicine through Common Service Centers is becoming very popular during lockdown. Free Telemedicine consultation was given to workers at Gundlav village of Valsad by VLE Yatin Patel.
#CSCCoronaWarriors: Continuation of Uninterrupted Internet Services

Amidst Covid-19 pandemic, Internet becomes a basic necessity for being connected in this hard time. Thus, WiFi Choupal team emerged as CSC Corona Warriors for provision of ceaseless Internet services even in this time period. CSC WiFi Choupal team is engaged in various districts all over India for proper fiber maintenance as well as restoration work so that last mile connectivity which is a motto of WiFi Choupal will be sustained and even Covid-19 can’t obstruct that endeavor.

By following proper administrative guidelines and medical precautions, CSC team attains their movement pass and with maintenance of social distancing, they are administrating restorations work at several regions such as Bijnor district in Uttar Pradesh, Udham Singh Nagar in Uttarakhand, Nadia in West Bengal, and many more.

The incessant Internet services through WiFi Choupal not only help citizens in being connected with each other but also make them updated about their surroundings. It also assists them in handling work from home efficiently.

So, let's support the hard work of whole team commend their dedication that is ultimately leading to development of Digital India.
Meet Corona Warriors from West Bengal and Gujarat

The VLEs have reached out all remote corners of the State during Corona Pandemic. The VLEs have become key players for villagers in their war against coronavirus.

VLE Name: Sk Mostafa Ahmed
District: North 24 Parganas
Block-Haroa
GP: Haroa

He distributed free masks, hand sanitizer, rice, pulses, cooking oil and also provided cooked food to the people.

VLE Name: Tanushree ShilSaha
District: Murshidabad
Block: Ranimagar1
GP: Islampur

She has prepared 1700 double layer cotton face mask with the help of SHG candidates who passed PMGDISHA for free distribution to the villagers.
STATE SCAN

VLE Name: SAIBAL MUKHERJEE
District: Purulia
BLOCK- RAGHUNATHPUR-I
GP- BABUGRAM

He has distributed 100 free masks and relief items for basic need to more than 300 people.

VLE Name: Soumen Ghosh
District: Paschim Midnapore
Block: Kharagpur I

Banking Correspondent of Indian Bank/Allahabad Bank providing free meals to the local rural citizen in Salua Airforce area in Paschim Midnapore.
STATE SCAN

Gujarat

VLE Name :- Kalotara Manubhai Madhabhai
Village :- Kansari
Block :- Una
Dist :- Gir Somnath, Gujarat

During lockdown, VLE is delivering services on Digipay, Banking, LPG Gas Booking. Everyday, he is serving 100 citizens from nearby villages.

Name:- Jitendra Brahmin
BANK OF BARODA CSP CSC
LOCATION : NAROL, GUJARAT

In April month: total 726 transactions
Total transaction Amount: Rs2198890/-

Withdraw amount: Rs1247900/-
Withdrawal transaction: 513

Deposit amount : Rs. 950990
Deposit transactions : 213
VLE Name: Baldev Bhai Ranabhai Parmar  
CSC Location: Ranpur Vachlovas, Tehsil Deesa Banaskanatha, Gujarat

On May 1, he transacted Rs12000 through DigiPay and in last three days he transacted total amount of Rs 71000/-

CSC VLEs disbursed money through DigiPay in Red Zone Sector-8 NOIDA, Uttar Pradesh.
Common Service Centers become helping hand in Maharashtra during lockdown

Maha eSeva Kendra are rendering their services during corona pandemic. The government has announced a relief package for poor during Covid-19 outbreak: Rs.6000 under PM kisan, Rs.500 under Mahila Jandhan. The people are getting direct cash transfer benefits at their nearest Maha eSeva Kendra.

VLE Maruti Giri is helping citizens to withdraw benefits transferred under Prime Minister Garib Kalyan Yojana in Aurad Shajani village of Latur District.

1st FTTH connection commissioned at Bhanvad GP during lockdown

1st FTTH connection commissioned at Bhanvad GP successfully. Work is under progress on others connections.
Banking services at doorsteps by Divyang VLE

Divyang VLE Mr. Ravi Supekar from District Nashik (MH) has done commendable job. He is helping daily wages labourers, widow pensioners, local customers to withdrawal their money through DigiPay.

Mr. Ravi Supekar is providing HDFC-BC banking facility to beneficiaries. The VLE says, "Disability is a matter of perception. My advice to other disabled people would be, concentrate on things your disability doesn’t prevent you doing well."

VLE received orders worth Rs. 15,000 for supply of vegetables through Grameen eStore

VLE Vanga Nageshwari has received orders worth Rs. 15,000 for supply of vegetables through Grameen eStore.